Introduction
The epistle to the hebrews is an anonymous document that makes no direct claims to the identity of its author. apart from an epistolary closing, hebrews lacks many of the typical features of the letter-form that are demonstrated in several other new Testament writings, including an introductory greeting-especially features exhibited in the pauline corpus.1 its epistolary closing in 13:20-25 offers little help in identifying its author or audience but seems to follow fairly standard ancient conventions. paul-often circulating as a part of a corpus of paul's letters. hebrews then is the only anonymous document to be associated with paul. all other canonical books attributed to paul (regardless of their status concerning pseudepigraphy) clearly identify with his name.4 later pauline pseudepigraphy (e.g., 3 Corinthians, Epistle to the Laodiceans) similarly write using paul's name within the composition.
if, as is something of a scholarly consensus, paul did not write hebrews, how did it come to be ascribed to him despite any direct appeal to his name?5 This is where the issue of pseudepigraphy comes into play. many scholars writing on new Testament-especially pauline-pseudepigraphy consider hebrews to be a case of "mistaken attribution,"6 in which the connection to paul happened after its composition and reception. most in this group would argue that the epistle was never intended to be attributed to paul but its parallels to paul's letters, or possibly a connection to a pauline school, led to this false attribution. others leave hebrews out of their definition of pseudepigraphy because of its anonymity.7 still others have maintained that hebrews should be understood as pauline pseudepigraphy by arguing that its author, or some later editor, intentionally attempted to connect the epistle to paul's name. Those arguing for pauline pseudepigraphy usually focus on the epistle's closing (13:20-25) as an intentional appeal to paul's identity and authority.
